HOPE PUZZLES 249
Directions (1 – 5): Study the following information
and answer the questions followed:
Eight Kabaddi players Anup, Meraj, Kaila,
Campbell, Masayuki, Troy, Munshi and David are
sitting around a circular conference table facing
toward the center. Each of them belongs to eight
different countries- India, Iran, England, Australia,
Japan, United States, Bangladesh, and Kenya not
necessarily in the same order.
It is also known that: Campbell who is neither from
Kenya nor from Bangladesh, is two places to the
left of the player from Japan. Kaila, who is from
England, is sitting directly opposite to the player
from India. Anup’s immediate neighbors are Troy
and the player from Kenya. Masayuki, who is
neither from Kenya nor from United states, is not
sitting adjacent to David but is sitting adjacent to
the player from Bangladesh. Meraj who is neither
from Japan nor Kenya is sitting opposite to the
player from Bangladesh. One who is from Iran is
three places to the right of player from United
States.
1. Who is from Iran?
a) Munshi
b) Anup
c) Meraj
d) Troy
e) Masayuki
2. Who sits third to the left of Troy?
a) Kaila
b) Anup
c) Munshi
d) Masayuki
e) Meraj
3. Which country does Munshi belongs to?
a) Japan
b) India
c) Bangladesh
d) Iran
e) Kenya
4. Who is three places away from the right of
player from Australia?
a) Kaila
b) Campbell
c) Munshi
d) David
e) Troy
5. Who is sitting opposite to the player from
Japan?
a) David
b) Anup
c) Meraj
d) Troy
e) None of these
Directions (6 – 10): Study the following information
and answer the questions followed:

Twelve people are sitting in two parallel rows. In
row 1, Amirkhan, Bill gates, Catrine, Darwin, Esha
and Fathima are sitting facing towards south. In
row 2, Priyanga, Qurveshi, Rithika, Sharma, Tapsee
and Virat are sitting facing towards north. They
are sitting in a manner that each person sitting in
row 1 faces exactly one person sitting in row 2.
Each of these twelve persons except two has a
different favorite colour.
Qurveshi likes pink and is sitting opposite to the
one who is second to the left of Catrine who likes
Grey.
Neither Qurveshi nor Catrine sits at any of the
extreme end.
Sharma and the one who likes Green sit at
extreme end of the row, but they do not face
each other.
Only three people sit between Rithika and the
person who likes Blue.
Rithika faces Esha, who likes Red.
Fathima sits second to the right of Darwin, who
likes Brown.
Four people sitting at extreme end like white,
green, blue and purple colour.
Priyanga likes black and is sitting third to the left of
Rithika
Bill gates does not face Qurveshi while Tapsee
faces Darwin
Sharma is a neighbour of Priyanga while Virat is
not
There are three people between the two who like
green and grey
The one who likes yellow is sitting immediate left of
the person who likes purple
6. Who is sitting second to the right of the one who
faces Darwin?
a) Priyanga
b) Qurveshi
c) Rithika
d) Sharma
e) Tapsee
7. Find the odd one out?
a) Fathima
b) Bill gates
c) Sharma
d) Virat
e) Darwin
8. Who is sitting between Darwin and the person
who likes Red colour?
a) Amirkhan
b) Bill gates
c) Catrine Darwin
d) Esha
e) None
9. What is the favourite colour of Tapsee?
a) Blue
b) Black
c) White
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d) Grey
e) None
10. Which of the following combination between
person and colour is incorrect?
a) Priyanga-Black
b) Darwin –Brown
c) Catrine –Grey
d) Esha-Red
e) All are correct
Directions (11 – 15): Study the following
information carefully and answer the given
questions.
Shah Rukh Khan, Aamir Khan, Akshay Kumar,
Hrithik Roshan, Ranbir Kapoor, Ajay Devgan,
Abhishek Bachchan and Irrfan Khan are eight
fighters sitting around a circular table. Four of
them are facing towards the centre and four of
them are facing away from the centre. All of
them like a different National parks, viz. Jim
Corbett National Park, Ranthambore National
Park, Kaziranga National Park, Periyar National
Park, Bandipur National Park, Manas National
Park, Madhav National Park and Satpura National
Park, but not necessarily in the same order.
Ranbir Kapoor faces towards the centre and likes
Jim Corbett National Park. Both the immediate
neighbours of Ranbir Kapoor face away from the
centre and like Kaziranga National Park or Periyar
National Park. Hrithik Roshan faces away from the
centre. Both the immediate neighbours of Hrithik
Roshan do not face away from the centre. Ranbir
Kapoor sits third to the right of Ajay Devgan, who
likes Bandipur National Park and faces away from
the centre. Akshay Kumar sits third to the left of
Ajay Devgan. The one who likes Kaziranga
National Park sits opposits of Ajay Devgan. The
one who likes Ranthambore National Park is not
the immediate neighbour of Ajay Devgan and
faces away from the centre. Shah Rukh Khan sits
second to the left of Akshay Kumar and does not
like Madhav National Park or Satpura National
Park. The one who likes Madhav National Park sits
between Irrfan Khan and Ajay Devgan. Aamir
Khan faces away from the centre and does not
like Ranthambore National Park.
11. Who like the Manas National Park?
a) Ranbir Kapoor
b) Aamir Khan
c) ShahRukh Khan
d) Irrfan Khan
e) Akshay Kumar
12. How many persons sit between Hrithik Roshan
and Ranbir Kapoor, count from the right of Hrithik
Roshan?
a) Five
b) Four
c) Three
d) Two

e) None of these
13. The only person who is sitting between Ranbir
Kapoor and Abhishek Bachchan, likes which of
the following parks?
a) Kaziranga National Park
b) Bandipur National Park
c) Manas National Park
d) Jim Corbett National Park
e) Periyar National Park
14. Who among the following sits second to the
right of Aamir Khan?
a) Hrithik Roshan
b) Irrfan Khan
c) Akshay Kumar
d) Ajay Devgan
e) None of these
15. Which of the following is correctly matched?
a) Akshay Kumar - Facing Centre - Bandipur
National Park
b) Abhishek Bachchan - Facing Outside - Periyar
National Park
c) Ajay Devgan - Facing Centre - Jim Corbett
National Park
d) Shah Rukh Khan – Facing Centre - Manas
National Park
e) None of these
Directions (16 – 20): Study the following
information carefully and answer the given
questions.
Hariram, Nikhil, Vikas, Gaurav, Lalit, Ramkumar,
Chandrika, Jamuna, Mala, Pallavi, Kavita and
Dhanya are 12 persons sitting in two rows, among
them Hariram, Vikas, Gaurav, Ramkumar, Mala
and Kavita are facing north while the remaining
are facing south. Each person faces exactly one
person in the other row. Each one of them likes a
different festival from among Dussehra, Diwali,
Mahashivaratri, Holi, Ugadi, Onam, Lohri, Pongal,
Bonalu, Navaratri, Brahmotsavam and Bohag Bihu
(not necessarily in the same order) and belongs to
one state each from among Maharashtra, Kerala,
Tamil Nadu, Assam, Manipur, Bihar, Gujarat,
Karnataka, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Nagaland and
Haryana (again not necessarily in the same order.
 The one who likes Ugadi is from Bihar and is
facing Ramkumar. None of Nikhil, Dhanya and
Lalit likes Ugadi or Dussehra. The persons from
Tamil Nadu and Haryana are the immediate
neighbours of Pallavi.
 Nikhil is second to the right of Chandrika, who is
from Gujarat. Nikhil like Lohri festival and faces the
person from Sikkim, who is third to the right of
Gaurav. Neither Hariram nor Gaurav likes Diwali
festival or from Kerala.
 Kavita, like the Mahashivaratri festival, sits
second to the right of the person who likes
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Navaratri festival, who faces the person from
Haryana, None of them sits at an extreme end.
 The Diwali festival like by the person from
Nagaland, sits as far as possible from Gaurav.
 Dhanya, likes the Onam festival, sits opposite
the person who likes the Brahmotsavam festival,
who is an immediate neighbour of the person
sitting at an extreme end.
 The Lohri and Holi festival liker’s are from Tamil
Nadu and Maharashtra respectively. The person
who likes Onam festival and Holi festival face the
same direction.
 Ramkumar, like the Pongal festival and from
Assam, sits equidistant in the same row from the
Bonalu and the festival from Kerala.
 The festival from Rajasthan is opposite the
festival from Maharashtra and second to the left
of the festival from Assam. Hariram, who is not like
the Brahmotsavam festival, is third to the left of
Mala; and neither of them like Diwali festival.
 Jamuna likes the Bohag Bihu festival and is third
to the right of person who likes Onam festival from
Manipur.
16. Which of the following person belongs to
Sikkim?
a) Kavita
b) Mala
c) Pallavi
d) Hariram
e) Dhanya
17. Who sits second to the left of Pallavi?
a) Lalit
b) Nikhil
c) Jamuna
d) Chandrika
e) Dhanya
18. Which of the following persons sits at the
extreme ends of one row?
a) Lalit and Nikhil
b) Hariram and Vikas
c) Gaurav and Vikas
d) Chandrika and Jamuna
e) Ramkumar and Gaurav
19. Which of the following combinations is true?
a) Ramkumar - Pongal – Tamil Nadu
b) Jamuna - Bohag Bihu - Haryana
c) Mala - Navaratri - Kerala
d) Dhanya – Lohri - Manipur
e) None of these
20. The one who belongs to Manipur sits third to
the left of ______________
a) The one who belongs to Tamil Nadu
b) The one who belongs to Bihar
c) The one who likes Dussehra festival
d) The one who likes Lohri festival
e) The one who likes Holi festival

Directions (21 – 25): Study the given information
carefully to answer the given questions.
C, D, E, F, P, Q, R and S are sitting around a
circular table facing the centre with equal
distance between each other (but not necessarily
in the same order). Each one of them is also
related to D in some way or the other.
P sits third to the right of E. D sits on the immediate
left of E. Only one person sits between P and D’s
son. R sits on the immediate right of D’s son. Only
three people sit between D’s husband and R.
Only one person sits between D’s husband and C.
F sits to the immediate right of Q. D’s father sits
second to the right of F. Only three people sit
between D’s father and D’s brother. D’s daughter
sits second to the right of S. D’s sister sits third to
the right of D’s mother.
21. Which of the following statements is TRUE with
respect to the given information?
a) S is brother of R.
b) Only three people sit between Q and S.
c) E sits third to the right of D’s daughter.
d) All the given option are true.
e) R is an immediate neighbour of D.
22. Who among the following is brother of D?
a) Q
b) E
c) F
d) C
e) R
23. As per the given seating arrangement, Q is
related to P in the same way as R is related to E.
Then, following the same pattern D is related to?
a) R
b) S
c) Q
d) C
e) F
24. Who sits on the immediate left of D’s son?
a) D’s father
b) R
c) Q
d) S
e) D’s mother
25. How is Q related to P?
a) Sister
b) Sister-in-law
c) Niece
d) Brother-in-law
e) Aunt

